Candidate profile
Designation

Software Engineer – Full stack developer

Qualification

BE/ B.Tech Computers or MCA
1. Proven working experience in JAVA and J2EE
development.
2. Minimum 1-3 working with Angular’s latest version ie.
4,6,8,9.
3. Hands on experience of frameworks like Spring, SpringBoot & Hibernate.
4. Hands on experience in designing and developing web
and RESTful web services.
5. Good object oriented and problem solving skills.
6. Experience with test-driven development.
7. Good knowledge of design patterns.
8. Good knowledge on PostgreSQL database
9. Good knowledge on windows as well as UNIX/LINUX
environment.
10. Knowledge of Apache & Tomcat/JBoss servers

Critical Skills

No. of Positions

1

Location

Ahmedabad

Experience range

1-4 years (Relevant )

Roles and Responsibilities:
1. To design and development of large scale web and mobile (cross device)
applications using Angular framework.
2. Front end development using MVC/MVVM pattern.
3. Packaging and deployment of Angular application.
4. Optimization of Angular code and debugging
5. Product development and documentation.
6. Write well designed, testable and efficient code.
7. Prepare and produce releases of software components.
8. Implementation of Java Based Custom Algorithms and Libraries for Data
Processing.
9. Generation of web services and API.
10. Unit testing using JUnit, HTMLUnit etc.
11. Maintenance of codebase using versioning tool.
12. Contribute in all phases of the development lifecycle.
13. Ensure designs are in compliance with specifications.

Company Profile –
Nascent Info Technologies
Nascent Info Technologies Pvt Ltd, an Ahmedabad based CMMI Dev Level 3 certified IT /
ITeS company which is into software and applications development as well as into Digital
Communications since its inception.
Nascent Info Technologies specializes in the business of providing services like Software
design and development, product planning and development, mobile apps development,
datacentre management, datacentre consultancy and technical support, GIS application
development and deployment specifically into the E-Governance domain. Our expertise helps
in reducing cost and enhancing output by bringing the strategic advantage of Software
Outsourcing.
Nascent deals with PHP, JAVA, Liferay and other Open source technologies, adding Value to
information system through R&D. Crafting machine intelligence in line with human
intelligence.
Website –
www.nascentinfo.com
Contact –
Mrugesh Raval
career@nascentinfo.com
+91- 79- 40 32 12 00

